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4 The Monzon Family History in Jerusalem

Introduction

What brought me to write my memoirs at the age of seventy?

From a very young age I went to work and independent life in order

to support my parents and my family. I went through difficult

experiences; an unrelenting war and endless struggle straighten out

and build my daily life. The decision to put my memoirs in writing

came recently as I entered my retirement.

I began to research, gather and collect documents and photographs. I

learned about the family from different writings as well as from my late

father's interesting and exciting stories.

There is an opinion in the family that the roots of the Monzon family

begin as far back as the expulsion of the Jews from Spain (c. 1492) from

the city of Monzon, which was in Argon County. Therefore I decided to

collect detailed information about the Jewish community of Monzon,

from before the Spanish Expulsion.

I got the majority of the material from Professor Francisco Andos

Laskors, who compiled the book "The Unforgettable Jewish Quarter of

Monzon" (see attached).

My goal is to pass on to my children, grandchildren and my relatives

(lit. people close to me) the positive values that my dear parents instilled

in me: observingtradition, helpingyour fellow man, honoring mankind,

love for the land of Israel, preserving familial relations, and all this with

the difficult conditions that people were living in.
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I am proud of my dear and beloved wife Ahuva, to the Ita and Michael

Klein family. Together we raisedthree successful children: Nechama

Chaya, Moshe Chayim and Oded Li-Chai. With G-d's help our children

raised exemplary families. We are proud of them and their

accomplishments and wishthem and their children health, love and

friendship of brothers.

With Blessings and Esteem

Avraham Yehuda Leib (Arye) Monzon
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My Family Roots - The Monzon Family

1) Rabbi Yitzchak Monzon, born in the city of Mohilov, Russia, and

stayed to live in a strange city

2) Rabbi Avraham Leib Monzon, the son of Yitzchak Monzon, b. 1802

and made Aliyah to the Land of Israel, to Jerusalem, in 1830.

Rabbi Avraham married Zlata fromthe Mugrabi community in Hebron,

and they had a son and a daughter: Yoel Yosef Shimon and Chesya.

Rabbi Avraham Leib died in 1870, 5 Nissan 5630.

3) Rabbi Yoel Yosef Shimon, he son of Rabbi Avraham Monzon, was

born in Jerusalem inthe year 5603 (1843), married Gitl of the Yafa

family of the Chabad community of Hebron, and they had three

children: Moshe, Avraham Yehuda Leib and Chaya (Chayke).

Rabbi Shimon died on 14 Cheshvan 5666, 22 October 1907.

4) Rabbi Avraham Yehuda Leib Monzon, son of Shimon Monzon, was

born 1 January 1865 and married Rachel Leah. They had five children:

David, Mendel, Reitza, Moshe, Yosef and Shimon.

Rabbi Avraham Yehuda Leib died on 17 March 1929, 17 Adar 5690.

5) Rabbi MosheMonzon, son of Rabbi Avraham Yehuda Leib, was

born in 1897, theyear 5659, married Leiba Lea of theTirnover Halevi

family on 9 Sivan 5684, and they had four children: Sara, Chayim,

Shimon and Avraham Yehuda Leib.

My father, Rabbi Moshe Monzon died on 23 Av 5715, 11 August 1955.

6) I, Arye (Avraham Yehuda Leib)Monzon, son of Rabbi Moshe

Monzon, was born on 2 April 1931, Nissan 5691, afterthe Passover

Seder. I married Ahuva, daughter of Michael and Ita Sara Klein from

Tiberias, on 12 January 1954, 8 Shevat 5714. In good fortune, we had:
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Nechama Chaya, Moshe Chayim, Yuval Shlomo Refa'el (z"l) and Oded

Li-Chai.

7) Nechama ChayaMonzon was born on 23 October 1954, 25 Tishrei

5715, married Yosef, son of Tzipora and Victor Navon, in 1982 on

Shushan Purim 15 Adar 5742 and they had, with great fortune, ten

children: Menachem Mendel Yonah (20 Tevet 5744, 26 December

1983), Sara Ita (2 Av 5745, 20 July 1985), Rivka (23 Cheshvan 5747,

25 November 1986), Shni'or Zalman (29 Tamuz, 14 July 1988), Levi

Yitzchak (7 Shevat 5750, 2 February 1990), Yisrael (24 Tishrei 5754, 8

October 1993), Moshe Chananel (1 Sivan 5755, 30 May 1995), Miriam

Mushka (7 Tamuz 5757, 11 July 1997), Menucha Rachel (18 Kislev

5759, 7 December 1998), and Ghana (17 Tevet 5761, 12 January

2001).

8) Moshe ChayimMonzon was born on 14 January 1958, 22 Tevet

5718, married Goldie, daughter of Hirsch and Norma Litmanovitz, on

12 October 1982 (5742). With good fortune, they had: Adi Rivka on 10

October 1993, 25Tishrei 5754.

9) Yuval Shlomo Refa'el (z"l) was born on 22 Shevat 5725 (25 January

1965), and died on 10 Kislev 5727 from a harsh illness and he was only

22 months old. His soul should forever be bound up in the bonds of life.

10) Oded Li-Chai Monzon was born on 27 March 1969, 8 Nisan 5729.

He married Einat, daughter of Ori and Tehila Landau and they had, in

good fortune: Ido Efrayim (29 November 2000, 2 Kislev 5760), Hila

Leah (18 July 2003, 18 Tamuz 5763) and Amir Michael (12 November

2006, 21 Heshvan 5766).
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History of My Family - The Monzon Family

Rabbi Yitzchak Monzon

The roots of the Monzon family are from the city Mohilov, in White

Russia. The written ancestry of theMonzon family begins from Rabbi

YitzchakMonzon.

Rabbi Yitzchak was a student of the Vilna Ga'on. The Ga'on believed

in and urged for aliyah to Jerusalem and to settle city. Rabbi Yitzchak

did not fulfill his desire to make aliyah to Jerusalem because of his age.

Rabbi Avraham Leib

His son, Rabbi Avraham Leib, decided to make Aliyah to the holy

city of Jerusalem, his dream, when he rode on horseback, and came by

land from the city of Mohilov. On his long journey, he was received

by the Jewish communities with great hospitality, and after about

seven months he arrived in the Old City of Jerusalem. The coming of

the lonely horseman aroused astonishment among the collected Jews of

Jerusalem, who saw in this evidence of his courage. The year was 1830.

At the age of 28, upon his arrival to Jerusalem, he was among the first

Ashkenazi minyan of the city.

Great trust was put upon Rabbi Avraham Leib with the communal

assests inthe position of Shamash, in the belt midrash "Menachem

Tziyon" which was built in 1837 (it was built in the Hurva courtyard).

The Grave Structure of Our Matriarch Rachel

In addition to his positions in the belt midrash "Menachem Tziyon",

Rabbi Avraham Leib received in his possession the secret key to the

structure [of the grave] of "Our Matriarch Rachel". Every day he
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would walk seven kilometers each way while the large and heavy key

to the structure of the grave hung on his neck. Moses Montefiore

ordered the existing key from the locksmith Yehuda Basan, who

designed for him a sophisticated key that cannot be forged.

Montefiore searched for a man who was strong in body and brave in

spirit who could stand the hardship of the path from the Old City [of

Jerusalem] to the Grave of Rachel, and who would take upon himself

the position of opening, locking and being responsible for the place.

When he heard about Rabbi Avraham Leib Monzon, he ordered the

task be put in his hands. Today, the key and seal of the Grave of "Our

Matriarch Rachel" are in the hands of my cousin Shimon Bermatz.

"The Grave of Our Matriarch Rachel" and its Seal
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The Hurvah Synagogue

The known, verifiable historic facts about the Hurva Synagogue go

back as far as the thirteenth century with the immigration of the Ramban

(Nachmanides) to Israel.

In the year 1267, the Ramban settled in Jerusalem, and to his

amazement he realized that there was no synagogue in the city, and so

a handful of the local Jews used to gather for public prayers in private

residences. With his encouragement, the Jews bought a piece of land and

on the smooth part of it the Ramban built the synagogue. It seems that

this area was picked by the Ramban due to its holiness in the past:

During the period of the Second Temple stood the palace of the High

Priest in the same area, and after the destruction and the oppression

and Bar-Kochba rebellion, the Jewish population gathered in this area

in seven synagogues that were built adjacent to the "Cardo", one of

the two main roads of Jerusalem in the same period. Archaeological

remnants indeed show us that the Ramban synagogue was built

adjacent to the "Cardo".

"The Hurva" Synagogue
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Until the year 1585, which is to say over the course of about 250

years, the Ramban Synagogue was used as a center for the Jewish

community of Jerusalem. In this year the synagogue closed.

The Ark of the "Churva Synagogue"

The Jewish owner had a conflict with his friends, converted to Islam,

and the synagogue became property of the Muslims. The Sephardic

Jews copied their center and built themselves four synagogues, while

the Ashkenazi sect did not leave the place and built a new synagogue

contiguous to the one that closed down. This synagogue became the

center for the Ashkenazi community, and the nearby area that was

bought, as previously stated, by the Jews - since the time the Ramban

made aliyah - was nicknamed by the Arabs "Dir Shichnaz", or

"Chalzer Ha 'Ashkenazim" ("The Ashkenazi Courtyard"). After about

115 years, many Jews from Eastern Europe came to Jerusalem, as a

result of the growth of the Messianic movement in those countries.
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In the year 1701 Rabbi Yehuda Hachasid came to Jerusalem, at the

head of a group consisting of several hundred people. They settled in

the area next to the Ashkenazi synagogue. Rabbi Yehuda Hachasid

purchased an additional courtyard in the vicinity. Three days after his

arrival to Jerusalem, Rabbi Yehuda Hachasid very suddenly died. The

passing of the head of the community had serious effects on the

Ashkenazi community of Jerusalem in general, and to members of his

community inparticular. On his way to Israel, Rabbi Yehuda Hachasid

persuaded the communities he passed though to send donations to the

Land of Israel. On the basis of promises of the community leaders, Rabbi

Yehuda Hachasid purchased the courtyard adjacent to the courtyard of

the Ashkenazi synagogue, but after his death the contributions stopped

coming, and members of the community who stayed like sheep without a

shepherd spread out.

The Arab creditors saw the entire Ashkenazi community as debt-

holders, and sued them. The Ashkenazis, due to lack of ability to pay,

postponed the term of repayment [of the debt]. The Arabs, who were

desperate to get their money, broke into the synagogue on Shabbat

Parashat "Lech Lecha", [in] the year 1721, set the inside [of the

synagogue] up in flames, destroyed it from the foundation to the roof and

broke into the homes of Jews who lived in the courtyard adjacent to the

synagogue, and kicked them out of their homes. The Jews fled for their

lives. Some of them went to the cities of the galil (northern Israel) and

some went to their countries of origin, and the few who remained

assimilated into the Sephardic community out of fear of the Arab

oppressors.
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The Ashkenazi syngagoue that was destroyed got the name "Churvat

Rabbi Yehuda HaChasid" ("The Ruin[ed Synagogue] of Rabbi Yehuda

Hachasid") or in short "HaChurva" ("The Churva"), and it stood in

desolation for over one hundredyears.

In the years 1812-1814a few Ashkenazi Jews returned to Jerusalem

who escaped the epidemic inthe galil.

In the year 1836 there were not enough of them to form a minyan and

they used to add to theirprayer [services] a Sephardic Jew or a child with

a Sefer Tor ah in his hands. Because the authorities did not give them

permission to build a synagogue, during the week they prayed in one of

the rooms in their houses and on Shabbat they prayed in the Sephardic

synagogue "Beit-El".

In the year 1830, after much persistance, the Ashkenazi Jews of

Jerusalem received Turkish permissionthat cancelled the debt of the

Ashkenazi community that became obsolete over time. Four years later,

the cadi (Islamic judge) of Jerusalem verified that "Dir Ashkenaz" was,

from time immemorial, the property of the Ashkenazi community. But

even with all this they were not able to build a synagogue.

In the year 1836, Rabbi Avraham Zalman Shlomo Tzoref, one of the

heads of the Ashkenazi community, receieved a verdict that according

to it the Arab claims against the Ashkenazi Jews are entirely null and

void. This verdict was given by the Egyptian ruler Muhammad Ali, who

was also the ruler of Jerusalem in those days. Similarly he received an

order that returned the "Churva" courtyard to the Ashkenazi Jews and a

permit to build residences in it. One of the destroyed houses was

remodeled and became the synagogue that is called "Menachem Tziyori".
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In the year 1854, the synagogue "Sha'arei Tziyori" was built in the

courtyard. Rabbi Avraham Leib Monzon served there in holiness on

behalf of the community.

In the year 1855 the leaders of the Ashkenazi community, with the

attempts of the British emissary in Kushta (Istanbul), a permit from

the Turkish Sultan to build a big synagogue in the "Curarva"

courtyard, and immediately began collecting donations for the needs

to build it. Jewish philanthropists, individuals and communities from all

corners of the world donated from their money to the construction

project: donations, large and small, arrived from Holland, Germany,

Prussia, England, Austria and Russia. The philanthropist Yechezkel

Re'uven from Baghdad outdid himself when he donates a sum of

3,400 Gold Liras (Lirot Zahav), which was quite a large sum in those

days. Also the simple people, including the poor beggars of Jerusalem,

donated to the best of their ability according to the motto of the builders

"Yesh Koneh Olamo Be 'even Echad" ("A man can earn his place in

heaven with one stone" -based on a quotation from the Mishnah). (From

Chorvat HaKeren LiYerushalayim, which was published in Adar Alef

5738, February 1978). Rabbi Avraham LeibMonzon took part in

presenting the firman (permit) to the "Churva" and was among the

travelers with the delegation to Kushta (Istanbul).
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"The Permit (Firman) from the Turkish Sultan for the building of

the new synagogue in the Churva courtyard- 1855"

According to stories passed down in the family, a delegation left

from the port of Jaffa to Kushta, under the leadership of Harav

Salamon, to receive the firman. In their knapsack was money to be

used as payment for the firman. Along the way, the sailors threatened

them in order to get the money from their possession. Rabbi Salamon

took a stick and made a circle around them and said, "We will stay in

this circle, and no evil will come upon us." One of the sailors broke

into the circle, a knife in his hands. Upon entering the circle, he was

frozen in his place and could not move his arm. The rest of the sailors

asked Rabbi Salamon to free the hand of the frozen sailor. Rabbi

Salamon said to them, "When the boat reaches its destination, Turkey,
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his had will be freed," and so it happened. They arrived to their

destination in peace and got the firman they requested, and returned to

Jerusalem.

There is another version of this story that is told, that Rabbi Shlomo

Zalman Tzoref and Rabbi Avraham Leib Monzon went as the delegation

across the sea, and upon their return on the ship they carried withthem a

large amount of money to be distributed tothe poor, while Greek seamen

planned to attack and kill them. When Rabbi Avraham Leib was made

aware of the plot, he told it to Rabbi Zalman who didn't get excited over

it. He made a circle with his hands around their place and whispered

what he whispered. At night, when one of the bandits tried to unsheathe

his knife, his hand dried up and the knife fell. The rest of the bandits

begged and pleaded for their lives and the life of their comrade, and

Rabbi Zalman fulfilled their request. It is told that the Greeks were

faithful servants to Rabbi Zalman until the end of the voyage.

One of my family members adds that his father and mother were married

as a result of the same miracle. From the joyous redemption that the Holy

One, Blessed Be He did forthem and as a memory of the miracle Rabbi

Shlomo Zalman and Avraham Leib shook hands, and decidedto marry

their children.Mr. Elikayam's father is the descendent of Avraham Leib,

and his mother of Rabbi Shlomo ZalmanTzoref.

Another source adds that since then Rabbi Shlomo Zalman Tzoref and

his attendant Rabbi Avraham Leib would celebratethe day on whichthey

were saved from deathyear after year as their own"Purim" and the

would dress up in festive clothing and make a special meal for family and
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friends in memory ofthe miracle (from the writing"Shlosha Dorot

Beyishuv - Three Generations in the Yishuv",M. Salamon,p, 49).

Avraham Leib was, as previously mentioned, the Shamash inthis

important and central place, and regarding this we even have written

proof- his signature on documents from these years concerning matters

relating to the belt midrash. The document "Zikaron LeChovavim

Rishonim,part I" page 9 from the year 5607 (1847), Greybski, volume 13

5691, talking about the creation of the group "Mashmurim Or Torah ",

which was signed by 32 leaders on the founding of the group, Rabbis and

ascetic people from Jerusalem, among whom was Avraham Leibthe son

of Yitzchak - the Shamash of the kollel.

From this source we learn, if that is the case, that in the year 5607

Avraham Leib was the Shamash of the kollel, and was a member of the

group "Mashmurim Or Torah". This special group was founded in order

to increase the study of Torah -even at night. Members of the group

would sit on duty in rotations in the Beit Midrash"Menachem Tziyori",

when the members would study half a night each week - one group stood

watch from the time the stars came out until midnight, and the second

from midnight until dawn. From the fact that he was found to be a

member in such a group, it is also possible to conclude that he was also

among those learned in Torah, not just those who took care [of the needs

of the kollel}. Document 2 page 10 "Zikaron LeChovavim Rishonim",

Greybski, Volume 2 5688 from the date 16 Adar I 5611 (1851)

summarizes the list of the six Rabbis who were responsible for theplace

"Churvat Rabbi Yehuda Hachasid", and specifies the orders of work

between them regarding the synagogue. Two witnesses to this - Tzvi
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Hirsch Prush, and Avraham Leib ben mar Yitzchak. And it seems that his

witnessing and his signature - from the validity of his being the Shamash

of the kollel. In the end of the document are also the signatures of the

responsible Rabbis.

As one of those responsible and amongthe builders ofthe Churva

synagogue - Rabbi Monzon was even injured in the time of its

construction.

From the beginning of the movement to liberate the Churva and its

construction, several attacks by Arab gangs took place, who came with

false allegations in connection with the southern border of the Churva lot,

but the main reason was to kill the heads of the gabardiya hayehudit (a

protection organization that the community formed from within). The

Arabs, with the help of Bedouins, attacked the group and the workers

several times during the time of the excavation. In these fights the

community members won, however they suffered from victims. In the

first fight in the year 5597 three [Jews] were killed, and eleven were

seriously wounded.

In the second strong attack that happened in the year 5611 (1851) a few

members of the gabardiya hayehudit were injured - among them was

Avraham Yehuda Leib. (FromMosad Hayesod, Horvitz, Jerusalem,

5708).
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Choosing a Bride for Rabbi Avraham Leib Monzon

It was customary in the Old City of Jerusalem that bachelors could

not live in their city and therefore Avraham Leib was sent to Hebron

to find a bride. The mate who was chosen was from the Mugrabi

community and her name was Zlade. With great luck and fortune they

raised a family. A son named Yoel Yosef Shimon and a daughter

named Chasya was born tothe couple.

The City of "Hebron"
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Rabbi Yoel Yosef Shimon Shemesh

When the son grew up, Rabbi Avraham Leib passed on to his son his

position of the holy work at the synagogue "Rabi Yehuda Hachasid" -

"HaChurvd" and the responsibility for the Grave of Our Matriarch

Rachel on the way to BeitLechem (Bethlehem). Rabbi Avraham Leib

died on 5 Nisan 5630 (1870) as is written on his gravestone - Here is

buried a man who feared G-d, who served in faith and holiness for forty

years in Jerusalem. Rav Avraham Leib ben Rav Yitzchakz" 5630 Tehe

Nishmato Tzrura Bitzror Hachayim (May his soul be bound up in the

eternal bonds of life). (From Ginzey Yerushalayim, Greybski, Volume 6,

5630).

Rav Yoel Yosef Shimon Monzon "Shemesh" and wife Ms. Gitl
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Rabbi Yoel Yosef Shimon "Shamesh" Monzon z"l with his wife Gitl,

and daughters Chaya (standing) and grandaughter Batya

(daughter of Miriam)
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From the registered mail receipts log which was received in 1889

from Shimon Monzon.

From the old documents that we have we can see that Rabbi

Avraham Leib took upon himself the position of Shamash of the

Churva. He bequeathed this position to his son Rabbi "Shimon

Shemesh", who already succeeded to serve in holiness as the Shamash

of the large synagogue "Beit Yaakov" and put much hard and tiring work

in its structure and improvement, until the day he died 14 Cheshvan

5666 (1907).

The attendance of the Churva was an important and respected position,

as well as a serious one. The entire congregation of worshippers sat

tightly packed on Shabbat, andthe synagogue was also full of regular

worshippers on weekdays. On Shabbat and festivals, there was not an

available space to be found in the large synagogue. Among the jobs that

Rabbi Shimon "Shemesh" was responsible for: he functioned as the

agent for the Russian post office in Jerusalem, and connected between

the consulates and the residents by way of writing the names in Hebrew

on the back of the envelopes and delivered them personally. He excelled
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in nice writing and waspopular among the people. When important

guests arrived, ministers or kings, Rabbi Shimon "Shemesh" would

receive them with all appropriate honors.

Rabbi Shimon Shemesh next to the bimah in the large synagogue

"Beit Yaakov ". On his right side is his son Avraham Yehuda Leib.

The doorframe at the entrance to the courtyard "Kolel Reysin
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A table of names of Ashkenazi Prushim from Reysin who lived in

the holy city of Jerusalem which was made by order of the minister

Moses Montefiore in the year 5626. Population Census: Fifth line

from the bottom, Shimon Shemesh born in Jerusalem, 25 years old,

Shamash of the synagogue, married to Gitl and father of two. My

* My thanks are given to my friend the attorney Shabtai Zechariya for this document.
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Rabbi Shimon "Shemesh" took as his wife Ms. Gitl of the Yaffe

family from the Chabad community in Hebron. They had three

children: Abraham Yehuda Leib, Moshe and Chaya (Chaike).

Rabbi Shimon Shemesh's children, who were talented in art, wanted to

work inphysical artistic works and not to continue in theposition of

public service in the community. In the year 1890, Shimon Shemesh sent

his sons, Avraham Yehuda Leib and Moshe, to the city of Frankfurt in

Germany, fully financed by a rich tourist by the name of Hamburger, to

study the craft of lithographprinting (stone print). In 1892, after

completing their studies of the lithographic profession, they bought the

proper machines in Hamburg and sent them home to Jerusalem by way

of the sea andtrains. From the trains they brought the machines to the old

city by horse-drawn carts, and in 1892 they established the first stone

press in the land of Israel on Bab-el-Chuta Street in the Old City.

Later on the print shop was moved across from the synagogue "Or

Hachayim" the whole Monzon family lived there.
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Avraham Yehuda Leib Monzon

Rabbi Avraham Yehuda Leib was very talented. He was the owner of

the well-known stone press "Lithograph Monzon" in Jerusalem.

Because he was blessed with many great talents and his hand with the

art of drawing, he would draw and sketch between the rest of the

ornamentations of the sukkah with biblical motifs. He was one of the

most excellent artists in Zion and Jerusalem.

Rabbi Avraham Yehuda Leib Monzon, Jerusalem native - in Turkish

garb because he was a maps worker during the time of the war in

the office of Jamal Facha, on Mt. Scopus, and wife Rachel Leah

He was a trusted man in his words and his actions. His fear of G-d

and righteousness led all of his thoughts and actions. He worried about

the words of G-d and desired His mitzvot. G-d blessed him with a

sensitive and merciful heart, so that he participated physically and

financially with his friend. He was always fulfilling the sorrow of the

humble poor people, and he was a helping brother for them -
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sometimes more than he could afford, and did all this secretly and

with modesty and honor. He is a symbol of the old generation of people

from Jerusalem. (From "Ginzey Yerushalayim''.)

This family picture was made in Jerusalem in 1918 during tFrom

left to right : Rachel Leah (wife of Avraham Yehuda Leib

Monzon),In the right corner Yosef Monzon, in the middle row from

right to left, Moshe Monzon (sons of Rachel Leah), Shimon and

Tzipora ( son and daughter of Sara and David Monzon) , Rachel

and Shimon Monzon (daughter and son of Rachel Leah), on the

first raw Sara (wife of David) and daughter.
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Rabbi Mandel Monzon and Wife Tzipora

Moshe, Joseph and Shimon Monzon
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Moshe and his brother Shimon in Jerusalem

My grandfather, Avraham Yehuda Leib, the son of Shimon Shemesh,

married Ms. Rachel Leah and they had five sons and a daughter: David,

Mendl, Reize,Moshe, Yosef and Shimon. In addition to the lithographic

print shop, Rabbi Avraham Yehuda Leib (the son of Shimon Shemesh)

put much effort into the upkeep of the grave of Our Matriarch Rachel. As

such, he gave much of his own money to the upkeep and repair of the

grave. The lamp that hangs in the grave of Rachel is his donation - the

work of his hands. During the years of the war, the First World War in

1914, Rabbi Avraham Yehuda Leib's financial situation was very bleak.

During the same time Rabbi Avraham Yehuda Leib offered a wealthy

American to purchase the key to the grave of Rachel for a very large

amount of money, but inthe end he was not willing to sell the key for any
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price. As I previously mentioned, the key is currently inthe hands of my

cousin Shimon Bermatz.

(Right to Left): The Grave of Our Matriarch Rachel; The key of the

grave in the hands of Shimon Bermatz.

Monzon Lithography – The First Stone Press In Jerusalem

Another point regarding the beginning of Monzon Lithography from

the book "Shlosha Olamot" (Section 1, Page75):

"From the same period this is brought: There were two

young, straight and quiet brothers, Avraham Yehuda and Moshe

Monzon, who searched for a craft or business from which

they could support their homes. They came up with the idea to

open a stone-press lithography business in Jerusalem, brought a

small lithography machine from Frankfurt by way of H. L. & L.

Hamburger. They started to work, but it did not come easily to

them as they did not study the trade and therefore did not know

how to do it. They agreed to travel to Frankfurt to study and

practice their trade there. They went to my father and requested a

recommendation to H. Hamburger and to ask him to support
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them both with advice and financially. My father, who knew

their father and knew them from their youth as straight and quiet,

told them that he would give them the certificate. But he asked

them to behave appropriately in the matters of learning the craft

and of religion, and that they should not associate with friends

who were not good, lest the name of G-d and the Land of Israel

be cursed because of them. They promised him. And my father

gave them a recommendation and a request to Hamburger.

When they came before H. Hamburger he received them with

great hospitality, and arranged for them a proper place to st udy

the craft. As such, he arranged for their tuition, as well as a

place to eat, drink and s leep and respectable clothing. They

lived there for two years until they learned the craft. The old

man [Hamburger] wrote to my father that he was happy with

their behavior, and that they were straight boys, did as they

were told and were quiet. They brought a new large machine

to here, and they and their children began to work and

they supported themselves from this with respect and

recognition in Jerusalem "The Stone Press of the Monzon

Brothers."
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Cover for Shabbat Challahs from cloth, the work of A. L. Monzon,

Monzon Lithography

Lithograph for the advertisement of Sport, Kineret & Aliya

Cigaretes That was drawn and printed at A. L.Monzon Lithography.
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Postcards with a view of the Old City of Jerusalem (top) and

Tiberias drawn and printed by A. L. Monzon Lithography
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Death certificate drawn and printed at Monzon Lithography

The Ushpizin service [from Sukkot], printed by Monzon Lithography
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MIZRAH Lithograph from A.L.MONZON decorates the Bimah of

Synagogue in Argentina
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The Committee of the Yeshivahs in the Land of Israel (Right)

Greeting card of the Tree of Life, in Yiddish (Leibens-Boim) (Left),

printed at Monzon Lithography

A contract signed by Avraham Leib Monzon

Avraham ben Shimon Shemesh Monzon (last name spelled in

Yiddish)
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Photocopy of the inside cover of a book with autographs
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Certified receipt on a letterhead page from A. L. Monzon, signed by

Monzon (spelled in Yiddish)
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Death certificates and location of burial of R' Avraham Leib

Monzon, R' Shimon Monzon and R' AvrahamYehuda Leib Monzon

They read that all three are buried in the cemetery on

Har Hazeitim - the Mt. of Olives in Jerusalem. Avraham Leib and

Shimon are buried in the "Yashan" or Old area, Section 10, Row4,

graves 14 and 8 respectively. Avraham Yehuda Leib is buried in the

"Emtza 'i 2 " or Middle2 area, Section15, Row 1, grave 1






